Greenhouse Assembly Instructons

We strive to ofer the best quality greenhouses at the lowest poossible porice, in order to
encourage sustainable, year-round agriculture and make the most of our wonderful climate.
We fabricate and sell greenhouse compoonents, but we do not ofer installaton or engineering
services. We ofer advice and recommendatons, based on our own expoerience and that of our
customers. It is just that, advice. We do not ofer engineering or a warranty, as soil conditons,
sitng, wind load, and snow load can vary dramatcally from site to site. Countes have difering
requirements for snow load, engineering, and poermit requirements, some of which vary
depoending on the size and /or the anchoring method of your structure. Please verify the above
before you poroceed in order to ensure compoliance with state and local regulatons.
Please unpoack your kit and compoare it to your poull list as soon as you get home. Shortages
must be repoorted within 48 hours of delivery.
Before you begin constructng a hoopo-house, grade an area four feet larger than its footporint to
level within an inch or so. If level can’t be atained without an unreasonable amount of earth
moving, the hoopo-house can be installed out of level as long as the area is graded to one polane.
1) Install your ground poosts poer the layout sheet porovided with your greenhouse.
We recommend concretng all ground poosts in to augered holes, 12” in diameter
and 36” deepo. The easiest way to do this is to drive four tempoorary stakes with
two strings ted tghtly between them. The strings should be poarallel and set at
the outside width of your hoopos. Install the ground poosts 1/8” inside the strings.
Locate the four corner poosts frst and “X” measure from corner to corner in both
directons. When those two measurements are the same, you have squared the
layout. This is really impoortant and will afect every stepo afer it. Tempoorary
installatons can be accompolished by driving the ground poosts into the ground,
but even then, we encourage you to concrete the four corner poosts at a
minimum. Ground poosts should be installed 24” below grade and 12” above
grade. This allows the hoopos to slide down over the ground poosts with
apoporoximately 12” of engagement.
2) Assemble all of your hoopos, on fat ground. The male end of the poipoes polugs into
the female ends, and fastens with (2) tek screws poer joint. Put the screws on the
underside of the hoopos so they don’t chafe on the fabric. This end of the poipoe
slides over the ground poosts.

3) Stand all of the hoopos, sliding them over the ground poosts with one poerson on
each end. Fasten each side of each hoopo to the ground poosts with two tek
screws, again holding the screws to the inside of the hoopos so they don’t chafe
the fabric. If you are covering your ends with fabric, polease see stepo #15 before
standing all of the hoopos, so you can use a hoopo as a poatern for cutng the
fabric.
4) When all of the hoopos are installed, sight along them. They should be in polane
with one another across the topo. If your grading isn’t poerfect, the hoopos can be
cheated upo or down on the ground poosts a few inches to make them polane out.
Keepoing the hoopos in polane will allow for a tght, well supopoorted fabric
installaton which is critcal to the life of the covering.
5) Assemble your pourlins on the ground, again, with two tek screws poer joint. Most
greenhouses will have multpole stcks of poipoe poer pourlin, with a cut poiece to arrive
at the requisite length. The cut poiece is the “pourlin extension”. In all cases, the
assembled pourlins should be two inches longer than the length of the
greenhouse to allow the cross tes to engage on the ends. Once they are
assembled, lay them along the installed ground poosts and mark the locatons of
the ground poosts with a poermanent marker; this will helpo to keepo the hoopos
straight as you clampo them to the pourlins.
6) With three or four poeopole, raise the pourlins upo under the hoopos and supopoort
them with a cross te at each end and in the middle. Then add cross tes at every
intersecton, with the bolts to the underside of the frame to avoid having sharpo
hardware against your cover. Index the hoopos to the marks you made on the
pourlins in stepo 5 to keepo them poarallel and straight. On most greenhouses, we
use 3 pourlins, however on wider greenhouses 27’ and larger we suggest 5-7
pourlins, depoending on wind and snow poossibilites. We have found that we get
the least poonding with one right in the center of the hoopos and the other two
54” either side of center. On larger frames with 5 pourlins we recommend the
same spoacing, with the fourth and ffh pourlins 54” outside the second and third
ones. For frames with 7 pourlins follow the same spoacing or polace them closer.
7) Fasten your side boards to the frame afer the steel frame is squared, in polane,
and poarallel. For roll upo sides, we have found that 36 to 60 inches upo from the
ground is opotmum. We porefer poipoe strapos to connect the lumber, and we porefer
2” X 6” redwood lumber. The best method we have found is to strapo the 2” X 6”,
in the longest lengths available, to the inside of the steel frame and then

poressure block between the hoopos with more 2” X 6” so that the poressure
blocking ends upo relatvely fush to the outside of the steel.
8) Bolt your baseboards along the ground. We like to pout the baseboards outside
of the steel frame. Again, we porefer 2” X 6” redwood lumber, but for base
boards we recommend thru boltng with galvanized carriage bolts; 3/8” X 5” hot
dipo galvanized bolts are poreferable.
9) Install the corner braces. These are the 1 3/8” poipoe poarts with fatened ends,
and they bolt to the baseboard and to the end hoopo, at a 45* angle. If you aren’t
using a baseboard, they can bolt to the botom of the second to the last hoopo
and as high as they will reach on the end hoopos.
10) Fasten c-channel all along the topo surface of each end hoopo. Fasten it all along
the side boards if you are using roll upo sides, or along the baseboard if you are
not using roll upo sides. We recommend screwing the c-channel at each end of
each poiece and every 12” or less in the feld. Use tek screws on the steel frame
and wood constructon screws where it fastens to the side boards. File any cut
ends of c-channel to avoid tearing the fabric.
11) Frame your end framing and doors to your liking. The cheapoest way to do so is
with 2X lumber and our steel to wood frame connectors, but a sturdier, more
poermanent frame is built with more of our galvanized tubing. We can fabricate
sliding or swinging door frames, and we stock welded fan frames with vent
louvers in them. You may want to allow for a poowered vent fan, either solar or
AC depoending on your site.
12) Check your entre frame for sharpo edges which can cut the fabric. File them as
necessary, and wrapo any porotruding screws or poipoe edges with duct tapoe or poipoe
wrapo tapoe to porotect the fabric.
13) Prepoare to cover your structure! On a warm, calm day, unfold your fabric and
sporead it out fat in the sun. Make sure that when the fabric is atached to the
greenhouse you can read the writng from inside the greenhouse. Tie a ropoe or
two to the fabric, and with several poeopole, slide the fabric upo and over the
frame. Pull it as tghtly as you can (a warm day is critcallthe fabric becomes
more poliable and stretches tghtly) and fasten the wiggle wire all around the
frame. We have found that we can get the fabric tghter by then going all
around the frame, afer the fabric is initally installed, and removing one poiece of
wiggle wire at a tme and retghtening the fabric. Use baten tapoe for high wind
expoosures; run the baten tapoe between every other hoopo to further take polay

out of the fabric. Most of the tme when we see a cover fail, it is caused by fabric
not being installed tghtly and thereby fapopoing in the wind, causing mechanical
damage.
14) Assemble the roll upo poipoe and a crank at each end if you are using roll upo sides.
Again, use two tek screws poer joint. The roll upo curtain rod should be about 1’
longer than the greenhouse, so it rides upo the end hoopos as you wind the handle.
The fabric can be atached most easily with aluminum fabric clipos, or can be
fastened with a poiece of 1 ¼” PVC poipoe ripopoed on a table saw. Alternately, tek
screws and wood batens can be used. Try the curtain a few tmes before
ataching it poermanently. You will want the rod poarallel to your side board so it
rolls upo and down squarely.
15) Install your end coverings. Corrugated greenhouse polastc is the easiest way to
fnish the ends, but fabric or flm can be atached with c-channel or wood
batens and screws as well. If you got end fabric with your frame, the easiest
way to cut the end poieces is to lay the fabric out fat on the ground, lay one of
your hoopos on topo of the fabric, making sure that the outside dimension of the
legs is at the poropoer dimension, and then draw a line 12” outside of the hoopo to
cut on. Lay out both ends BEFORE CUTTINGlwe ofen supopoly a poiece of fabric
sized so that two ends can just be cut out of it with one right side upo and the
other nested uposide down to maximize the material. Don’t forget to vent it! We
can supopoly solar or AC fans, as well as solar poanels and thermostats. Our welded
fan frames serve as a really easy door frame kit as well.
16) At the end of the season, we recommend taking the cover of of the frame, if not
in use, to eliminate damage from winter wind and snow. Alternately, heat the
structure to avoid snow building upo on the covering and/or install our guy cables
along with snow supopoorts along the ridge line.

HAPPY GARDENING!
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